
	

 
 

 

Pricing Information 2018 

Thank you for your interest in our photography! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kira has shot over 50 weddings in her 

4 year career as a wedding 

photographer. Kira’s work has been 

featured on many of the local wedding 

blogs (Charm City Wed, United With 

Love, Baltimore Bride, Bayside Bride), 

a national blog (Something Turquoise), 

and has been printed in (Whats Up? 

Weddings Magazine). She uses top of 

the line professional camera gear, and 

has back up gear and lighting gear 

that allows her to create beautiful 

images in any lighting situation. She 

has professional liability insurance, 

which many venues require. 

	



	

Three Packages Available (ranging from $3,800 - $4,400) 
Wedding Packages Include:  
-Bridal guide with information and tips about how to get the most of your wedding experience  
-Pre-wedding consultation to discuss wedding day details and timeline planning 
-Up to 9 hours of coverage with 2 photographers  
-Fully edited, high-resolution digital images (delivered via flash drive; includes full image rights         
and black and white copies)  
-Online viewing and ordering gallery of best images  
-Up to 2 hour engagement session with unlimited outfit changes and multiple locations 
-Optional 12” x 16” Canvas Print 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A la carte Options: 
Extra hours of coverage: $250/hour for 2 photographers 

Premium Wedding Album: $400 for 25 spreads (about 200 images) 

Additional Canvas Print (Up to 12” x 16”): $30-50 (depending on size) 

Contact kiranicolephoto@gmail.com or call 410-570-4627 for further pricing details 



	

A Couple Notes: 

*We include an engagement session with all of our packages because we feel it is a great way to 
get to know each other and build a connection, which in return helps you feel comfortable 
behind the camera, yielding better pictures. If you do not need an engagement session we can 
take $150 of which ever package you choose. 
 
*We include two photographers in all of our packages for several reasons. We use one person to 
shoot and one person to hold a light modifier for detail shots, getting ready shots, and some 
bride and groom portraits. Each photographer is able to separate during the getting ready 
portion of the day to capture both the bride and groom getting ready. During the ceremony we 
can get several shots of the bride and groom’s reactions of seeing each other during the first-
look. It is also helpful to have an extra person to gather family members for family formal 
portraits. And of course the best part of all…. double the bride and groom portraits in the same 
amount of time! We love that having two photographers allows us to capture every moment in 
detail.  

*The minimum amount of coverage we offer is 7 hours (unless you are eloping!) because we feel 
that this is the minimum amount of time we need to document the story of your wedding day. 
This will give you coverage for all the big events as well as some time before hand to capture 
some detail and getting ready shots. If you are doing a first look or a planned exit, please let us 
know, and we will suggest a package that will give you enough coverage for that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please contact us at kiranicolephoto@gmail.com or 410-570-4627 with any additional questions 
or to receive more information about what we offer!  


